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ABSTRACT
Theoretical and experimental studies of the
effects of contacting asperities on the scattering of
elastic waves from fatigue cracks are reported. The
analysis is based on a generalization of the representation integral for scattering from a crack to a form
explicitly including the transducer radiation patterns.
A series of approximations are developed based on
various models for the form of the dynamic crackopening displacement (COD) which appears within the
integral. The theory is compared to experimental
scattering measurements for fatigue cracks grown in
aluminum compact tension specimens. These show that a
simple quasistatic model for the COD is adequate to
describe measurements of transmission through the
crack, but that the discreteness of the contacts must
be included if the signals diffracted from the crack
tip are to be predicted accurately. Applications of
the results to characterize the closure state and the
resulting changes in the growth rate of fatigue cracks
is presented. This latter point is supported by a
discussion of the relationship between the contact
parameters and crack tip shielding at the lower loads
of the fatigue cycle.
INTRODUCTION
During the growth of a fatigue crack, contact
between the crack faces are often developed via a
variety of mechanisms, including general plastic deformation, sliding of the two faces with respect to one
another, or the collection of debris such as oxide
particles. Figure 1 schematically sketches such a
situation. The results of these contacts are twofold.
First, compressive stresses are created in the material
on either side of the partially contacting interface.
In reaction, an opening load is applied to the crack
tip which acts as a local stress intensity factor.
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Schematic illustrations of contacts near crack
tip. Included is a sketch of the average
stresses, showing the compressive component
associated with these contacts.

This reduces the effective stress variation under
cyclic loading conditions, thereby slowing the rate of
crack growth. The second consequence of these contacts
occurs when the crack is illuminated by an elastic
wave. When no contacts are present, a singularity
exists in the elastodynamic fields at the crack tip,
and this leads to a set of diffracted fields emanating
from the tip. The presence of the contacts modifies
the tip diffracted fields and allows energy to be
directly transmitted through the crack.
The study of these two phenomena has several motivations. From the applied perspective, contact induced
changes in elastic wave scattering may require modifications in ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation techniques to detect or size the flaws. Furthermore, these
scattering changes contain important information

regarding the contact state, and this information might
be useful in predicting closure induced changes in
crack growth rate. From the theoretical mechanics
point-of-view, the elastodynamic problems which must be
solved to understand these phenomena are very interesting themselves.
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EFFECTS OF CONTACTS ON ELASTIC WAVE SCATTERING
General Formalism
The theory for the scattering of elastic waves
from fatigue cracks is based on the electromechanical
reciprocity theory of Auld (~], which states that the
flaw induced change in the signal transmitted from an
illuminating to a receiving transducer, or, is given
by

X

(1)

where uiR• Ti~ are the displacement and stress patterns
that would be produced if the receiving transducer
irradiated a flaw free material; uiT and Ti1 are the
displacement and stress field produced when the flaw is
irradiated by the transmitting transducer, P is the
electrical power incident on the transmitting transducer, and integration is performed over the surface of
the scatterer, which has a normal n .• A time dependence of the form exp(jwt) has been ~ssumed. Noting
that TT, TR, and uR must be continuous in the plane of
the crack (assuming the noncontacting regions to have
infinitesimal volume), one concludes that
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Fig. 2

where A+ is the illuminated face of the crack, nj+ is
its normal, and auiT = ui+- ui is the dynamic crackopening displacement (COD).
In an experimental situation, one does not measure
or but rather r = rR + or where rR is the reference
signal that would be observed with no crack present.
For the experimental geometry illustrated in Fig. 2,
the reference signal may be estimated by applying Eq.
(2) to a perfect, planar crack (i.e. no contacts). In
that case, or • -rR and Eq. (2) becomes

reported previously, a scalar Gaussian beam approximation [2] has been employed to estimate the radiation
fields - TijR and ui I • This model includes such effects
as diffraction induced beam spread, but of course does
not include the full tensor character of the elastic
fields. For beams whose widths are several wavelengths
in extent, the scalar approximation should be reasonable since the direction of polarization does not substantially vary over the beam cross-section.

(3)

where uii is the displacement field
illumination and it is assumed that
approximately doubled at the stress
during the reflection of a normally
Combining Eqs. (1)-(3) leads to the

Experimental geometry for the measurement of
through transmission and tip diffracted
signals.

The dynamic crack-opening displacement has been
represented by a sequence of approximations. The
authors have given particular attention to the case in
which the contacts are closely spaced with respect to a
wavelength. This approximation is motivated by the
belief that contact spacing should be on the order of
the grain size, whereas much greater ultrasonic wavelengths must be used to avoid excess attenuation in
measurements in polycrystals.

of the incident
the displacement is
free crack surface
incidence beam.
final result

(4)
Computations of the crack scattering now requires
three sets of fields to be known. One must know the
stress radiation pattern of the receiver, Tij• the
displacement radiation pattern of the transm1tter, uii'
and the dynamic crac~-opening displacement, auiT. As

Spring Model
The simplest model is a spring model [~], in which
the partially contacting interface, in the z•O plane,
is represented by the modified boundary condition
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cracks grown in two stages [3,8""10]. Figure 3 presents
a comparison of theory to expe;i;;nt for the latter
case [!l· A large increase in transmission is seen at
the position of the end of the first stage growth which
indicates the presence of closure induced contacts in
this region. The interfacial stiffness required to fit
this data is also shown.

(5)

(6)

where the superscripts "+" and "-" refer to the two
sides of the interface. The matrix Kij may be thought
of as representing a set of massless springs joining
the two sides of the interface. For simple interface
topographies, this matrix will be diagonal • with K11
and K22 representing the contact induced resistance to
shear and K33 representing the resistance to compression. The properties of the interface are assumed to
be linear. This requires that there be resistance to
tension as well as compression, which is true when the
dynamic stresses of the ultrasonic wave are small with
respect to the static stresses associated with the
contact. Baik and Thompson [~] have developed a quasistatic model relating K33 , hereafter abbreviated asK,
to solutions of static deformation problems for a
variety of crack topographies. K is found to be a
function of both the contact density and dimensions.
For sparse, penney shaped contacts, K = NwE'd/8, where
N is the contact density, d is their diameter, E' •
E/(1-v 2 ), E =Young's modulus, and v =Poisson's ratio.
Achenbach and Angel [1,~1 have compared plane wave
reflection and transmission coefficients, based on Eqs.
(5) and (6), to those calculated from exact elastodynamic solutions, for a periodic array of strip
cracks. They found good agreement at wavelengths large
with respect to the contact spacing. Norris and
Achenbach [~] have also analyzed the implications of
nonlinear spring constants.

The spring model predictions have also been
compared to measurements of the tip diffracted signals
[~]· In this case, the factor u 3 Ir 3 varies as
exp[-jKx sinS] where a is the angle of diffraction. It
has been found that the experimental signals can be
considerably greater than the predictions of the model
and this deficiency has been suggested to be a consequence of the absence of discrete contacts in the
model.

!

Discrete Contact Model
To test this hypothesis, a model has been
developed which explicitly includes the discreteness of
contacts [~.!1· Figure 4 illustrates graphically the
spatial variation of the dynamic COD as it would be
expected to exist near the crack tip [!ll· The spring
model essentially averages this function, with the
spatial variation of K representing the slow change in
the average COD as one moves along the crack. The
discrete contact model adds to this spring contribution
a series of delta functions representing the rapid
change in the COD in the vicinity of the contacts.
In the initial form of the model [~,!J, the
strengths of these delta functions were chosen based on
certain ad hoc assumptions regarding local contributions to Eq. (4). These were essentially dimensional
arguments with no detailed guidance from elasticity
solutions. Given these assumptions, it was concluded
that, for a given form of K(x), the number density of
contacts strongly influenced the strengths of the
diffracted signals. Figure 5 illustrates this with the
example of the predicted magnitude of the 45", 4 MHZ
diffracted shear signal as a function N for a crack
with fixed K(x).

In the spring model, if one assumes normal illumination of the interface bt a plane wave having
displacement amplitude ui , one finds that

Consider next the problem of the finite crack illuminated by a bound beam. If the contact density and
diameter vary slowly with respect to a wavelength, then
one can locally assume that the COD has the value that
it would have when illuminated by a plane wave of equal
amplitude, as predicted by Eq. (7). This leads to the
form

A more rigorous solution of this problem has more
recently been considered for the case of circular contacts whose separation is large with respect to their
diameter but much less than a wavelength. For this
case, an approximation can be built up from the static
solution for the deformation of two half-spaces joined
by a circular contact, i.e. the solution for the
infinitely deep outer notch of axial symmetry [12].
This solution can be related by a simple transf~mation
to the deformation of a rigid punch on a half-space
[~]·
The COD per unit force, Au 3 /F, at an isolated
contact is then found to be given by

(8)

where a • wpvf/K and the quantity in brackets can also
be shown to be the plane wave transmission coefficient.
This theory has been compared to measurements of
the through transmission signal, as a function of the
measurement frequency and beam position, for a number
of fatigue cracks. In this case, the factor u It R has
1"~t tl e ph ase variation since the beam axes are 3paral33
lel. Good fits are generally obtained when K(x) is
viewed as a variable parameter, adjusted so that the
theory best matches the data. The agreement has been
achieved for a variety of samples ranging from saw
slots (simulating the ideal condition) to fatigue

(1-v)
a2
Au 3 /F = !iilii arc sin (1 - ~)1/2, r > a.

(9)

In the approximation developed, the force per
contact, F, is estimated from the spring model, with
the result

F
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Experimental determination of interface compliance for a fatigue crack grown in two stages in
7075 aluminum. a) Experimental transmission
versus position with frequertcy as a parameter.
b) Theoretical transmission versus position
with frequency as a parameter. c) Spatial
variation of stiffness, K, used in theoretical
predictions.

(a)

Spring Contribution
-I I K
............

Discrete Contact Contributions

DISTANCE, mm

(b)
Fig. 4

Fig. 5 Theoretical tip diffracted shear wave signal at
4MHZ versus contact density, as computed using
the discrete contact model for a fatigue crack
in 7075-T651 aluminum.

Dynamic crack opening displacement of a fatigue
crack. a) Conceptual sketch of true COD.
b) Spring plus delta function model.

As noted before, Ti~ will vary primarily as exp(-jKx
sine), where a is the angle of the diffracted wave.
When these results are substituted into Eq. (4), the
physical basis for the delta function model is clarified. The domain of integration can be broken up into
separate elements in the vicinity of the individual
contacts. In each of these, the COD, as given locally
by Eq. (9), is by far the most rapidly varying function. Expansion of the factor exp(-jkx sine) as a
Taylor series leads to a contribution to or which has
the form of the value of the integrand at the contact
times a series of terms involving the moments of the
local COD. This has the same form that arises from the
ad hoc delta function model. Furthermore, if the
domain of integration is a circle, the lower moments
can be integrated in closed form.

while the first moment vanishes by symmetry. The
second moment then determines the strength of the delta
function. Modifications of this symmetry by other
contacts or the uncracked edge could strongly change
the numerical results. Further work is needed to
assess the relative importance of these contributions.
EFFECTS OF CONTACTS ON CRACK GROWTH RATE
It is well known (~] that the surfaces of a
fatigue crack contact each other during unloading, that
this occurs at individual contact points (asperities)
caused by a mismatch of the fracture surfaces [15]. As
this contact occurs, the stresses ahead of the crack
will be redistributed such that the driving force for
crack propagation, AKeff' becomes smaller than would be
expected from a simple calculation of the stress intensity range, AKa Kimax-Klmin· The standard procedure
for describing this phenomena has been to define an
effective driving force

This result formally relates the previous ad hoc
delta functions model to a more rigorous approach.
However, numerical results have not yet been investigated in detail because of two remaining questions.
First, the effects on the COD of the uncracked region,
into which the tip would be expected to subsequently
propagate, have not yet been incorporated in the model.
Second, the results are quite sensitive to the symmetry
of the local COD. For example, when Eq. (9) is
employed in the vicinity of a contact, the zeroth
moment can be associated with the spring contribution

(11)

where Kiclosure has been operationally defined in
several related ways associated with establishment of
the last contact.
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Recently, several attempts have been made to
obtain more rigorous solutions for 6Keff' Beevers et
al. (16,18] have developed a two-dimensional model, in
which-eh;-contacts are assumed to be strips, while Buck
et al. (19] have considered the effects of arrays of
point corutacts. In each case, the work leads to the
concept of a parameter KI(local) which represents the
stress intensity at the crack tip produced by the local
contacts. For the strip case [~]
KI(local)

z

(~)1/2
II

J:.-112
1

(12)

where P is the contact force, B is the specimen width,
and c1 is the distance from the asperity to the crack
tip. The array of point contacts have also been shown
to reduce to this result in appropriate limits [~]·

Kim in Q .
mm

When the cyclic load is sufficiently great to
overcome the contact stress, then Kimax is determined
only by the global geometry using standard relationships. This has been called KI(global). Then, as
sketched in Fig. 6, the effective intensity variation
at the crack tip is

6Keff • Kimax(global) - Kimax(local)

Fig. 6

CLOSURE LOAD
Om ax
EXTERNAL LOAD Q

The stress intensity factors KI(global) and
KI(local) as a function of external load Q.

(13)
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USE OF SCATTERING INFORMATION TO PREDICT KI(local)
An important application of the understanding of
the effects of contacts on ultrasonic scattering would
be a technique to experimentally determine KI(local).
A preliminary demonstration of such a technique has
been made by Bucket al. [19]. The sample was a
compact tension specimen o~7075-T651 aluminum. From
through transmission movements, K(x) = NwE'd(x)/8 was
estimated. By using the delta function model for the
tip diffracted signal, the value for N was then
determined, which then allowed an independent computation of d. From these parameters, it was possible to
predict values of Kimax(local) and o 0 , the average
static stress across the partially closed fracture
surface. These values appeared physically reasonable.
CONCLUSIONS
The results clearly indicate the importance played
by contacting asperities in influencing both ultrasonic
scattering and fatigue crack growth rates. Refinements
in the theories discussed above are essential to
complete our understanding of these phenomena and their
interrelationships.
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